Proposed Designation of Peabody Estates: South Westminster
Conservation Area
Consultation Report
National guidance and advice places the responsibility on the City Council to keep each
of its 54 conservation areas under review. A key part of this review is a consideration of
conservation area boundaries, to assess whether additional areas are of architectural and
historic interest and would warrant inclusion within the conservation area.
One such area is a group of three Victorian social housing estates south of Victoria
Street. This report seeks your views on the designation of a Peabody Estates: South
Westminster Conservation Area.
This report provides a brief historical and architectural description of the area proposed
for designation.
Please submit any comments on the proposal to designate the area and the information
within this document in writing to:
Conservation Area Audits Team
12th Floor, City Hall
64 Victoria Street
London SW1E 6QP
E-mail: conservationareaaudits@westminster.gov.uk
Fax: 020 7641 2338

For further information telephone 0207641 2850/8705/8019
The deadline for further comment is 18.01.2007.
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Proposed Conservation Area
The proposed conservation area (see
figure 1) would include the following
Peabody Estates:
•

Old Pye Street Estate

•

Abbey Orchard Street Estate

•

Horseferry Estate

The area is bounded by Broadway and
Christchurch Gardens Conservation Area
on the western side and Westminster
Abbey and Parliament Square
Conservation Area to the east.
Figure 2: Proposed area in relation to existing
conservation areas- Broadway & Christchurch
Gardens (West) and Westminster Abbey &
Parliament Square (East).

It is considered that the proposed
conservation area, (Peabody Estates:
South Westminster) consisting of the three
adjacent estates in southern WestminsterHorseferry, Old Pye and Abbey Orchardhas important historical and architectural
interest, exhibiting the typical styles of two
main Peabody architects, Henry Darbishire
and Victor Wilkins. Furthermore the estates
are examples of some of the first forms of
social housing within Westminster.
Figure 1: Peabody Estate:South Westminster
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BACKGROUND
The Peabody Trust
American-born philanthropist George
Peabody set up the Peabody Trust in
1862. Peabody was born in Massachusetts
in 1795 but spent most of his later life in
London. In 1862 he gave £150,000 (later
raised to £500,000) to endow a trust fund
‘to help ameliorate the condition of the poor
and needy of this great metropolis and to
promote their comfort and happiness.’ The
Trust was not restricted to the provision
of housing but the first Trustees decided
that a proportion would be dedicated to the
provision of ‘cheap, cleanly, well drained
and healthful dwellings for the poor.’
Figure 3: Peabody Square, Westminster (now
demolished). Built by H A Darbishire in 1869.
This illustration gives a detailed desciption of the
piers, gates and railings, as well as an indication
of paving in the central courtyard.

The major Peabody architect, H.A.
Darbishire designed the first housing for
Peabody in 1862-4 and remained the
Trust’s architect until 1885.
Most of the ‘model dwellings’ took the form
of blocks of flats, a form of housing then
in its infancy in England. Typically, the
flats included innovations such as shared
laundry and sanitary facilities as well as
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the provision of fireplaces in some of the
bedrooms. Demand for these dwellings
was said to far exceed supply and this new
‘formula’ was repeated in numerous sites
across London.
Figure 4: Archive painting of mid-18th
century slums (10, St Ann’s Street SW1P 2DE)

Whilst Old Pye Street was not actually
built by the Peabody Trust, but by another
philanthropist (William Gibbs), it is by the
Trust’s principal architect Henry Darbishire.
Peabody took the estate over in 1877.

Figure 5: Historical 1870 Map with proposed
conservation area highlighted
The architecture in the proposed
conservation area is unique in Peabody’s
portfolio in that all three estates are
designed by the major architects
associated with Peabody, Henry Darbishire
and Victor Wilkins. Furthermore, the
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estates remain largely unaltered and
demonstrate the development of the
Peabody philosophy towards social
housing while marking the development
of architectural style over an eightyyear period (1862-1922). Architecturally
the buildings are somewhat plain but
distinct characteristics such as the
striking courtyard arrangement create
cohesiveness within each estate.
Old Pye Street Estate

Figure 7: Gables on North and East ranges

The area of Old Pye Street, St. Ann Street
and Duck Lane (St. Matthew Street) was
identified as one of the worst slum areas in
Westminster during the eighteenth century-

named the ‘Devil’s Acre’ by Charles
Dickens.

Figure 5: Rochester Buildings (1870)

Figure 6: North and East ranges of Old Pye
original Rochester Buildings
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The earliest of the buildings constructed
are the Rochester Buildings (later known
as Blocks A to D of the Old Pye Street
estate) on the corner of Perkin’s Rents
in 1862 by City merchant William Gibbs.
These blocks remain the earliest example
of philanthropic housing of this style and
scale surviving in London. The buildings
were sold to the Peabody Trust in 1877
and they therefore pre-date the Trust’s
own first social housing development in
Spitalfields.
The Old Pye Street blocks match the now
demolished social housing experiment
funded by Angela Burdett Coutts at

Figure 8: Entrance to Old Pye Street Estate
courtyard
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Figure: GIS Map, Old Pye Street Estate

Figure 9: Abbey Orchard southern facade

Columbia Road estate, which was
amongst the very first of this type in the
country. The additional blocks (E, F, G, H
and I) were added in 1885 by Peabody,
using the same architect, Darbishire.
However, there are visible differences
in the external appearance of the later
blocks with the Rochester Building using
notably darker bricks and having distinctive
Dutch-style gables on the outer North and
East ranges, as well as infilled doorways
to what were once internal ground-floor
access corridors.
In 1998 the Trust completed a new block
on additional land at the south-east corner
of the estate which had been purchased
from the Westminster RC Diocese, and
the block has been named “William Gibbs
Court” to commemorate the man who built
the first four blocks at the estate.

Figure 10: Blocks A-P of Abbey Orchard Estate
(1890)

Abbey Orchard Street Estate
The Abbey Orchard Estate (constructed in
1882 by the Peabody Trust and designed
again by Henry Darbishire) consists of
two distinct elements; the northern and
southern parts of the estate. The northern
part consists of nine blocks in an unbroken
range reaching six storeys around a
large central courtyard constructed with
a closed stairwell design, much like the
module used at Peabody Avenue (which
was designated a Conservation area in
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Figure 12: GIS Map, Abbey Orchard Estate
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August 2000). Unusually, one corner has
been formed by curving the block instead
of being formed by two separate blocks at
right angles to one another. The southern
part of the estate is a long rectangle
divided by Block O across the centre of
the rectangle into two small courtyards.
Block Q (the eastern side of the southern
courtyard) and St. Ann’s Lane House (the
western block of the northern courtyard)
are more modern additions (1935 by
Wilkins and 1996-8 by Robert O’Hara
Architects respectively) and differ from
the Peabody Avenue style that Darbishire
created.

Figure 11: Abbey Orchard interal courtyard
facade and recreation area
The estate suffered bomb damage in
November 1940 and May 1941, and the
railings were removed in July 1942. When
repair work commenced in 1943 it was
found that the buildings were built on
arches on a foundation of piles, suggesting
that at one time the land might have been
marshland.
Modernisation work, under Felix Walter,
was in progress between 1959 and 1970.
Horseferry Estate
The name of the estate derives from the
site’s proximity to the site of the horse ferry
that operated from the sixteenth century
until the nineteenth century. The estate
was constructed to re-house tenants
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Figure 13: Horseferry Estate northern facade

Figure 14: Horseferry Estate (1950)
previously living at the Westminster Estate.
This estate was built in 1922, by Victor
Wilkins, in red brick, Arts and Crafts/Queen
Anne style with tall exposed tiled roofs,
flush sash windows and stairwells open at
the ground floor. The estate consists of a
large rectangular courtyard with matching
single storey bath-house block down the
centre. It was only post WWII that selfcontained flats with their own bathrooms,
sculleries and laundries were constructed;
before these facilities were shared. The
Great Depression of the 1930s forced the
Trust to retrench and so Economy Housing
was built. The estate was only modernised
between 1969 and 1973. Block A, forming
the short side of the courtyard has
projecting central stairwell bay, Block F
forming the opposite short side has been
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Figure 15: Horseferry’s central bath-house block

Figure 16: Horseferry internal
courtyard facade

Figure 19: Old Pye Estate exterior facade with
original windows and glazing

Figure 17: Abbey Orchard’s recreation area
(situated in northern part)

truncated to allow for earlier buildings
(not owned by Peabody) on the corner of
Chadwick and Great Peter Street.
Architectural and Historic Interest of
the Estates
All three estates exhibit architectural
and historical significance, primarily as
evidence of the pioneering new movement
of social housing funded by George
Peabody from the mid-nineteenth century
but also for their significance in the
townscape of Westminster.
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Figure 18: Old Pye central courtyard
The concept of a square plan offered
residents an open and semi-private
space within each estate. These central
courtyards still respond well to modernP

day living providing a meeting place and
recreation area. The well-proportioned
blocks allow sunlight into the central
square providing a successful and well-lit
area for residents. Of particular interest
is the use of the central Abbey Orchard
courtyard as a recreation area assisting
in creating a cohesive, community
atmosphere within the estate.
The buildings’ high standard of
construction is evident by the still mainly
unaltered condition; brickwork in good
condition and architectural details such as
lettering, glazing, fixtures and fittings still
predominantly intact. The original windows
in both the Old Pye Street and Horseferry
Estate ensure that the overall appearance
has been maintained. Furthermore, the
attractive entrance surrounds and lettering
for each block stands out as a unique and
striking feature identifying each estate.
Additionally, the proposed conservation
area is important due to the proximity of
the estates to each other, the coherent
design by the Trust’s most prominent
and important architects (Darbishire and
Wilkins) and constructed during the three
most important phases of Peabody building
activity. As the three estates have survived
virtually unaltered in terms of their outward
appearance, they retain considerable
architectural significance, as well as being
attractive and well functioning spaces in
their own right. Other Peabody Estates
already in recognised conservation areas
are Peabody Avenue in Westminster, the
Islington estate on Greenman Street N1
and the Shadwell Estate on Brodlove Lane
E1 - all single phase constructions and
the latter two being grade II listed. It is
particularly significant across the Southern
Westminster Peabody estates, Old Pye
Street, Abbey Orchard and Horseferry, that
they represent the major building phases
of the Peabody Trust with examples of the
major Peabody architects.
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Impact of Designation
Finally, it should also be noted that
conservation area status does not
prevent development but should guide
new development and change to ensure
that this is undertaken sympathetically, in
keeping with the prevailing character of
the area. Although, it can be challenging
to find new uses for historic buildings and
to incorporate these appropriately into the
original fabric, it is rarely impossible.

Conclusion
The recommended designation of the three
adjacent Peabody estates in southern
Westminster- Horseferry, Old Pye and
Abbey Orchard- as a conservation area
is due to their historical significance and
architectural interest, together providing
a physical mapping of some of the first
forms of social housing within Westminster.
The estates have a strong sense of group
value and exhibit the typical styles and
development of the Peabody Trust during
this eighty year period. Their designation
will ensure preservation and enhancement
of the area.
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